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The beginning of the story

Client asked us:

1. What’s happened? What threat or attack was exposed in our equipment?

2. What attack vector was used?

3. What systems were affected?

4. What the damage was done?

Client says that:

1. Above 150 computers are affected

2. Corporate and ICS network affected

3. ICS operators stations are unavailable due to frequent BSODs and reboots



Creating an incident response plan

Identify and 

analyze threat

Find all

affected machines
Forensics at first 

affected system

Malware

analysis

Forensics

Incident response

All available evidences like:

1. Hard drives

2. Network traffic

3. Any logs

Any evidences can be important!

Find suspicious data in collected 

evidences

Understand reasons of BSODs and 

reboots

1. Find all machines that

contain suspicious data

2. Create a timeline of incident

3. Find first infected machine

Understand attack vector of first 

machine

Stop malware

propagation

If malware exists in this case

Collect data
Mitigation,

Reporting



What we should do first?

• Evidences acquisition is a very important stage of an incident response

• Of course, a customer usually says that his first priority is to stop the active phase of infection

• But if you cure the systems usually you will destroy the evidences

• Use tools with logging and backups

• Log all actions
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Malware files deep analysis

Initial dropper

Servers Workstations Other 
networks

SMB exploit

tasksche.exe

kill switch

zip archive

Keys

Text of 
demand

Tor config
dll in memory

Encryption Ransom GUI Other stuff
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DoS by WannaCry
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How we can make an incident timeline?

1. Network equipment logs

2. AV product logs

3. Evidences from hard drives (filesystem, registry, etc)

1. No logging on network equipment

2. AV with very old bases

3. Evidences from hard drives (filesystem, registry, etc)

4. Files timestamps are not valid
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Tool results fragment

IP Infection time

172.23.22.181 28.07.2017 02:29:22

192.168.204.7 29.07.2017 08:51:09

192.168.23.68 29.07.2017 11:08:32

172.23.12.94 29.07.2017 14:14:46

192.168.145.37 30.07.2017 02:25:42

192.168.59.123 30.07.2017 05:44:58

172.23.4.153 30.07.2017 13:59:21

192.168.154.82 30.07.2017 15:50:43

192.168.123.173 30.07.2017 17:26:26

192.168.126.49 31.07.2017 05:49:03

172.23.16.200 31.07.2017 08:08:27
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Another possible ways of infection
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Silent infection

Somebody can bring

infected device to organization

Infect company network
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Mail dump from Exchange Server
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Work on mistakes and mitigation

1. Cure machines

2. Install modern AV products with centralized control and updates to all workstations

3. Install specialized security solutions for ICS (for example KICS)

4. Change network configuration

5. Change software policy

6. Enable logging for all servers, PLC, network devices, security products (if possible)

7. Work with employees

8. Trainings, audits etc.



LET’S TALK?

Kaspersky Lab HQ

39A/3 Leningradskoe Shosse

Moscow, 125212, Russian Federation

Tel: +7 (495) 797-8700

www.kaspersky.com


